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Countdown to 
Christmas 

 

12/4/2018 Original Recipe can be found at www.modabakeshop.com 
Recipes are sometimes altered to correct errors. Please ensure that you have downloaded the most recent Printer Friendly Version before starting 
your project. If you find a mistake in this pattern, please contact modabakeshop@unitednotions.com. 

This is an original pattern not intended for sale. 

 
NOTE: You will want either two red prints or a red solid and a 
print for this block in addition to your background fabric. 

 
6" Block 
From white fabric, cut (2) 1 1/2" X 22" strips 
From red print #1 fabric, cut (1) 2” square, (1) 1½” X 
22" strip, 
From red print #2, cut: (1) 1½” X 22" strips 
12" Block 
From white fabric, cut (8) 1 1/2" X 22" strips 
From red print #1 fabric, cut (4) 2" squares,  (4-5) 1 
1/2" X 22" strips 
From red print #2, cut: (4-5) 1½” X 22"strips 

 
1. Cut the squares and strips for the number of blocks you need. A 12" block is (4)-6" blocks. 
2. The piecing of the log cabin block is counter clockwise. Lay the 2" center square with the 1st red strip (I cut a piece 

a little larger than the 2" square), to the right of the square, stitch, press seam out from center. 

 
3. Lay the 2nd red strip on the top of the unit (again I cut a piece a little larger than the unit), stitch, press seam out 

from the center. 
4. Lay the white strip to the left of the unit (cut a piece off), stitch, press out from the center. 
5. Lay the white strip on the bottom of the unit (cut a piece off), stitch, press out from the center. 
6. Using a Creative Grids Ruler trim as directed.  If using a rotary cutting ruler, center the center square and trim the 

unit to 3 1/2" X 3 1/2". 
7. Continue to add the strips as above for two more rounds.  After the second round of strips added, trim your block 

to 5" X 5".  Following the third round, trim your block to 6 1/2" X 6 1/2". 
8. For a 12" block choose a layout for the (4)-6" blocks. See the 3 Layouts suggested in the photos.  Join the blocks in 

pairs, the join the pairs with opposing seams. Press the final block seams to create the least bulk. 

 

 
This block finishes at 6" or 12" square. 
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